Q1. The art of miniature painting as book illustrations for non-religious texts was first introduced in India by the __________.

a) Turks  
b) Mughals  
c) Afghans  
d) All these

Q2. Which of the following rivers is not a tributary of the Ganga? __________.

a) Tapi  
b) Son  
c) Kosi  
d) Gandak

Q3. The printing press introduced by Johannes Gutenberg in __________.

a) 1453  
b) 1543  
c) 1354  
d) 1456
Q4. Most of the thirteenth century towns are described as _______ in sources.
   a) Iqta headquarters
   b) Temple towns
   c) Pilgrimage towns
   d) Garrison towns

Q5. The world’s biggest meat-packing centre is _________.
   a) Detroit
   b) Denver
   c) Omaha
   d) Chicago

Q6. Newspapers are regarded as __________ media.
   a) Print
   b) Electronics
   c) Both a and b
   d) None of these

Q7. The Guru Granth Sahib is the holy scripture of the ___________.
   a) Hindus
   b) Muslims
   c) Sikh
   d) Christians

Q8. Which of the following is a mountain pass in Ladakh? _________.
   a) Bomdi La
   b) Zoji La
   c) Nathu La
   d) Shipki La
Q9. The merchant at Aminabad get cotton yarn from ____________.
   a) Maharashtra and Kerala
   b) Haryana and Maharashtra
   c) Kerala and Tamil Nadu
   d) Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu

Q10. ___________ were defeated in the Third Battle of Panipat
   a) Mughals
   b) Marathas
   c) Rulers of Bengal
   d) British army

Q11. What do you mean by settlement?

Q12. How many types of markets are available in cities? Name them.

Q13. Who promoted East Bengal?

Q14. What are the factors that determine the type of vegetation found in a region?

Q15. Why do the media endorse advertisements?

Q16. Name any two important trading towns of the medieval period.

Q17. How are waves caused?

Q18. What is the Tawa Matsya Sangh?

Q19. Who are ulemas and amirs?

Q20. Where is the Amazon River Basin located?

Q21. Why is the independence of media important?

Q22. What do you understand about the Jagannatha cult?

Q23. Distinguish between waves and tides?

Q24. Explain a social advertisement.

Q25. Name the countries that India traded with during the medieval period. Mention important items that were imported and exported.
Q26. Describe the different patterns of rural settlements.